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Problem 1. The following statistics provide information about a national biology
exam, taken by 8,000 students:

Mean 429, Median 365, Mode 371
25th Percentile 150, 75th Percentile 583, 90th Percentile 764
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4,000 students scored at or above

2,000 students scored at or above 593
points.

points.

The number of stud.ents who scored 764 or beiow *ut 7 LO O

The number of students who scored 150-764 was {LoO
Among the best 4,000 students, their median was 593 points.

(f) Together, all 8,000 students earned Urt/3L &'@ points in total.-.-T--_--f-_

(g) Estimate the percentile for the most common score: g 6C $'

Problem 2. The following are the results of a test
grades are recorded as A: 4,  B :3,  C :2,  D :  I ,

A.cePf e"A 9€X17 {

given to 500 students. Test
F :0  po in ts .
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L*ier gmdg on lsi
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(b)

The median on this test is

The mean on this test is

points.

2.ll points,

(c) Students in the 75th percentile earned 3 J points.

(d) Students who earned a B are in what percentile? B Sq +L

td
(e) Together, all 500 students earned /of{ points in total.
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Problem 3. Scores on a recent SAT were roughly normal, with mean 1057 points,
and standard deviation 226 points.

(a) Whai was the range of the middle 99.7% of SAT scores?

37 I - 173{
(b) Flank scored in the 16th percentile on the SAT. What was his score?

g3l
(c) What percentage of students scored at or above 605?

47, 5 "l
(d) An older SAT had mean 1043 and standard deviation 234 points. If Jack

scored 1072 on the recent SAT, and Jill scored 1061- on the oider SAT, who
scored better? Show work.

{o4o *- to72- /oe7 = 0,066
€  

w ' v - ' '

{h( } = (oat- iovS)/*r > o.077 (e"l,Ln\
. Problem 4. In the\{innesota lottery Dai,ly-S game, the digits 0-9 are used, and

3 of these digits are selected one at a time (repetition is allowed). Ways to play:

(a) The first way to bet is to pay $1 and pick a single digit. If your digit matches
the first number drawn, then you win $5 (your $1 bet plus $4 more). If you
are wrong, you lose your dollar bet. Find the expected value of this bet.

EV = (+'D(b + Gr) (t)\

= o.'(*o'1 = -O'f

(b) Another way to bet is to pay $1 and pick two digits, in order. If your digits
match the first two numbers drawn, in order, then you win $50 (your $1 bet
plus $49 more). If you are wrong, you iose your dollar bet. Find the expected
value of this bet.

Ev= (+'/1)(h)+;'-t)(H)

= O'11 r 0'77 = -O'g

(c) The final way to bet is to pay $1 and pick three digits, in order. If your digits
match all three numbers drawn, in order, then you win $500 (your $1 bet plus
$499 more). If you are wrong, you lose your dollar bet. Find the expected
value of this bet.

Ev = {*q?1)(#) + (-') (H)
i
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= o. 1?? -0.??7 = -O'9
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Problem 5. (") A box contains 6 red marbles and 4 black marbles. Two marbles
are drawn without replacement from the box. What is the probability that
both marbles are b]'dck?
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(b) You roll a fair 6-sided die labelled 1-6, and a fair 4-sided die labelled 1-4.

To win, you must ro11 1,3 or 3,1. What is the probability of winning?6
i4'/+o+1= -L=
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Problem 6. The probability that a random person was born on a Monday is I4%.
In a randomly selected family, suppose that boys and girls are equally likely.

(a) What is the probability that two kids were both born on Mondays?

t t | ,k[n.g)(O./r/ ) = O.ol?e+'7'{l Y l'"1 /r
(b) What is the probability that neither of two kids was born on Mondavs?

1/ 96
1?=fr * (o-sb)(o'sb) = o'73?(o

(c) If there are three kids, what is the probability that there are two older boys
and the youngest is a girl?

B BG (+)(+)(D =-Lg

(d) What is the probabiiity that a randomly selected child is a boy who was NOT
born on Mondav? Show work.

t / 2

/ 'E=1 ok
t / ( / - -

(+)(o"s;) = o-73

+r+= F,

(e) Bonus: What is the probability that a randomly selected child is either a boy
or else NOT born on Mondav? Show work.

? ( Ua oR. (e irf Aab uoT nnuJ'',!r, = t *6)p,s6)
t-l .

t )
1 L -

OA = O,f+ O''(3 = O-?3


